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(From L to R) G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE; Ramesh Kymal, Chairman, CII–Godrej Green 
Business Centre, and CMD, Gamesa India; and Deepak Gupta, Senior Programme Manager (Power), 
Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, jointly releasing the final report of the 'Action Plan for 
Comprehensive Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu' at a workshop held in December 2012 
in Chennai.

(From L to R) 
Minister of State for New and Renewable Energy, Govt. of India; V Subramanian, Former Secretary, 
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, Govt. of India; and G M Pillai, Founder Director General, WISE, 
during the inauguration of 'Wind Power India 2012' held in November 2012 in Chennai.

Steve Sawyer, Secretary General, Global Wind Energy Council; Dr Farooq Abdullah, Hon. 
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ver since its inception, WISE has endeavoured to focus on real knowledge Egeneration to support and facilitate the growth of sustainable energy in India. 
Accelerated deployment of renewables in India would be possible only by building 
a strong indigenous manufacturing base in the country. While we have a strong 
manufacturing base in wind power and a struggling manufacturing sector in solar 
power, there are many areas in the wind sector which need attention, if quality 
indigenous manufactured and competitively priced products is to become a reality. 
India also has the potential to become an export hub for RE equipment. Creating 
such a strong manufacturing sector would require policy support. In order to study 
the complexities involved in this area, WISE took up a joint project with the Centre 
for Study of Science, Technology and Policy (CSTEP), Bengaluru for Addressing Challenges for RE 
Manufacturing in India Horizon 2032. The project is supported by Shakti Sustainable Energy 
Foundation, New Delhi, and when completed, will bring forth vital knowledge about the critical sector.

An integrated and holistic view of the future of the energy sector in India—including conventional 
sources—is a critical element of energy policy. Understanding coal which is currently the mainstay of 
the Indian power sector is critical to any futuristic energy policy for India. WISE concluded a year-long 
research study on coal which examined the multifarious aspects of coal as a resource, the macro-
economic implications of using imported coal, long-term risks associated with heavy reliance on coal, 
the climate implications of such a strategy, and the long-term alternatives to coal. Wading through a sea 
of conflicting views on coal, we could arrive at a very balanced outlook on coal in India’s power sector. 
The conclusion is that domestic coal production in India will peak around 2031–32 and then decline. 
Reliance on importing large quantities of coal would not be feasible due to our precarious current 
account deficit. This strengthens the case for accelerating RE deployment at a much faster pace—at 
about 2% per annum—after 2022. The report summary was widely circulated to all stakeholders 
throughout the country.

Development of RE policy has been a major area of strength for WISE. This year we developed a 
comprehensive RE policy and legal framework for Bihar. In addition, we made many interventions in 
RE regulation to support regulatory commissions in some states and our investor clients in others. We 
also began work on another path-breaking study called Energy Report Kerala: 100% RE by 2050. This 
project was entrusted to us by WWF India, and when completed, will provide a unique and in-depth 
insight into the potential for greening the energy sector in Kerala. We also continued with our 
knowledge support to the RE industry and investors, by providing consultancy to many of them in the 
areas of solar energy, RE regulation, etc. In addition, we fielded many training programmes, some 
major ones on behalf of MNRE, in vital areas of RE development. 

Another major project we undertook this year was preparation of a Business Plan for Establishment of 
the Indian Renewable Energy Platform. This was to facilitate bringing together all RE stakeholders on 
a common platform—a kind of Confederation to work unitedly towards RE development in the 
country. A periodical review report of the wind power sector India Wind Energy Outlook 2012, was 
prepared in collaboration with GWEC and IWTMA. This was released during Wind Power India 2012 
held in Chennai in November 2012. Altogether another very active and rewarding year for WISE in 
fulfilling its objectives. I wish to record my appreciation of the hard work and dedication of WISE's 
faculty and staff. My sincere thanks to the WISE Governing Council, our funding agencies, and other 
well-wishers for their guidance and cooperation.

—

—
, 

Reflections…Reflections…

G M Pillai
   Founder Director General

WISE





The Centre for Wind Power plays the role of the Knowledge Management and 

Consultancy Hub for the wind industry in India. It seeks to provide a network for 

disseminating information to the wind power sector and establishing collaborative 

partnerships with global leaders for project development, technology transfer, J V 

identification, human resource development, and policy research. The Centre also 

possesses in-depth expertise in wind resource analysis and management, and wind 

farm design, and is equipped with state-of-the-art software to carry out these activities.

Centre for Wind Power

During the financial year 2012–13, the Centre for Wind Power 

(CWP) initiated/completed various assignments as follows. 

PROJECTS

Preparation of the Study on ‘Addressing Challenges for RE 

Manufacturing in India-Horizon 2032’ 

The study was assigned to WISE by Shakti Sustainable Energy 

Foundation, New Delhi. CWP's role was to conduct a detailed 

study on the manufacturing challenges faced by solar and 

wind manufacturers with recommendations on policy and 

regulatory interventions required to mitigate the same. The 

project is ongoing and will continue through the next 

financial year.

Preparation of the ‘Business Plan for Establishment of the 

Indian Renewable Energy Platform (IREP) and Roadmap for 

Implementation'

Considering the felt need for a national level apex association 

to articulate critical issues and undertake advocacy for the RE 

sector, a neutral stakeholder consortium led by the World 

Institute of Sustainable Energy (WISE) was created to prepare 

an implementation roadmap and business plan for the 

establishment of the . A 

half-day stakeholder consultation workshop was held in New 

Delhi in July 2012 to seek inputs and feedback on the draft 

proposal created by the consortium. 

Preparation of the Report ‘India Wind Energy Outlook 2012’

The report prepared by the Centre for Wind Power in 

association with the Global Wind Energy Council and the 

Indian Renewable Energy Platform

The project was 

supported by Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New 

Delhi.

Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturers Association was released 

during the international mega conference ‘Wind Power India 

2012’.

CONFERENCES 

Wind Power India 2012

The second edition of the international conference and 

exhibition 'Wind Power India 2012' was organized in Chennai 

from 28–30 November 2012. The conference cum exhibition 

was organized by the Indian Wind Turbine Manufacturers 

Association in collaboration with WISE, and the Global Wind 

Energy Council. The 3-day event saw the participation of 

Preparation of the 'Action Plan for Comprehensive 

Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu' 

This project was supported by the Tamil Nadu Energy 

Development Agency (TEDA), CII (southern region), and 

Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation, New Delhi. Its 

objective was to reassess the renewable energy potential of 

Tamil Nadu based on a Geographic Information System (GIS) 

platform and prepare an action plan for RE development that 

will provide policy/regulatory assistance and evaluate the 

long-term monetary, social, and environmental benefits to 

the state.

The project findings indicated that while the existing coal-

based power sector planning in Tamil Nadu is exposed to 

huge risks, the reassessed renewable energy potential is in 

multiples of the estimated potential. The report, which is an 

RE action plan and implementation roadmap for the state, 

also sheds light on important aspects related to technical 

integration and commercial acceptance of renewables. 
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Glimpses
'Wind Power India 2012' 
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Dr Farooq Abdullah, Hon. Minister of State for New and 
Renewable Energy, GoI, inaugurating the conference. On 
his right is Ramesh Kymal, Chairman, IWTMA, and CMD, 
Gamesa India.

Dr Farooq Abdullah, Hon. Minister of State for New and 
Renewable Energy, GoI, speaking at the inaugural session. 
Seated (from L to R) are D V Giri, Secretary General, IWTMA; 
Ramesh Kymal, Chairman, IWTMA, and CMD, Gamesa India; 
and Steve Sawyer, Secretary General, GWEC.

A view of the audience at the conference.

A view of the exhibition hall at 'Wind Power India 2012'. An exhibitor's booth at 'Wind Power India 2012'.

Release of the report 'India Wind Energy Outlook 2012' at 
the hands of the dignitaries.

Centre for Wind Power



around 1000 delegates, 200 global exhibitors and 65 

renowned speakers from the national and international wind 

sector. 'Wind Power India 2012' provided an outstanding 

opportunity to network and develop business contacts with 

leaders in the wind industry, and obtain comprehensive 

knowledge of technological developments.

The special conference issue of WISE’s bimonthly magazine 

Green Energy on wind power was released at the conference 

along with the India Wind Energy Outlook 2012, a joint 

publication brought out by WISE, IWTMA and GWEC.    

As part of the main conference, a one-day conference on 

‘Small Wind and Hybrid Systems’ organized by WISE was held 

on 29 November 2012 with about 100 participants from the 

industry, government officials, educational institutions, etc. 

The one-day conference deliberated on the development of 

small wind and hybrid technologies, both at the global and 

national levels. Special sessions were devoted to business 

and market development in India, policy and regulation, and 

economics and financing. Besides WISE's in-house faculty, 

experts from the industry, academia and government 

agencies conducted sessions at the conference.  

3
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TRAINING PROGRAMMES AND WORKSHOPS
 

As part of dissemination of the draft project report on WISE's 

study on 'Action Plan for Comprehensive RE development in 

Tamil Nadu', WISE conducted two workshops in August 2012 

in Chennai. The main intent of the dissemination workshops 

was to discuss report findings and solicit feedback on the 

report. Participants at the workshops included government 

stakeholders, senior level bureaucrats from the state 

government, private sector stakeholders, RE professionals, 

academicians and civil society representatives. The feedback 

and inputs from the discussions were incorporated in the 

final report.

The launch of the final action plan and that of the Geographic 

Information System (GIS) portal was held in Chennai in 

December 2012. Attendees at the workshop were all praise 

for the report and the GIS portal developed in-house 

by WISE, which provides access to GIS data and allows data 

download of Tamil Nadu's renewable energy resources for 

any spatial location upto the smallest taluka level. A press 

conference was also held in connection with the programme.

Workshops on 'Action Plan for Comprehensive Renewable 

Energy Development in Tamil Nadu' 

entirely 

Centre for Wind Power



The Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy works towards the advancement of RE 

policy and its implementation covering major areas of research such as climate and 

energy scenarios, future energy security issues, corporate and social sustainability, 

state-level climate and energy action plans, state-level RE action plans, and 

enhancement of complex decision-making capabilities at institutional levels. The 

Centre is the only multi-disciplinary centre in India that has developed an integrated 

vision, combining expertise in energy and climate policies with technologies and 

sustainability of development. 

Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy

The Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy (CCSP) 

undertook the following main activities in 2012–13.

PROJECTS

Study on 'Future of Coal Electricity in India and Sustainable 

Alternatives'

As a research and knowledge-based institution focusing on 

core areas of sustainability and energy security, WISE 

deemed it extremely critical to study the problems, prospects 

and challenges related to coal in India. The study titled, 

'Future of Coal Electricity in India and Sustainable 

Alternatives' was conducted over a period of nine months 

and covers the entire gamut of issues related to coal mining, 

processing, and combustion for thermal power generation in 

India from a holistic perspective. It links six themes–coal as a 

resource, environmental and climate externalities, the 

economics of coal, macro-economic implications of coal 

import, alternative RE-based transition pathways, and policy 

pointers for creating a new framework for India’s energy 

security. A team of about fifteen researchers from WISE were 

involved in this study, besides two external consultants: an 

eminent economist and a renowned coal geologist. 

The full report is about 390 pages covering 14 chapters, with 

over 400 authentic references. The study realistically 

attempts to assess the future of coal-based thermal power 

generation in the country, while at the same time assessing 

alternatives to ensure India’s long-term energy, 

environmental, and economic security.

The key findings of the study was that Indian recoverable 

reserves are around 40.62 billion tonnes and domestic coal 

production is likely to peak after 2031–32 at 1100 million 

tonnes per annum (mtpa). World coal production is likely to 

peak around 2030 which is almost the same time the Indian 

production would peak. The study showed that securitization 

of external supplies in the long-term is fraught with many 

dangers like increasing prices, decline of exportable surplus 

of major importers due to country policies aimed at 

conserving resources for future domestic use, etc. The 

environmental externalities of coal mining, processing, and 

combustion, and their combined effects on biotic resources, 

habitats, water availability, livelihoods and health of people 

are expected to be major limiting factors in the future. It was 

also observed that enough RE resources to the tune of 3941+ 

GW, including 150 GW of hydropower resources are available 

for greening the Indian economy. Such a green transition will 

help in avoiding large-scale biotic destruction caused by coal 

mining and coal-based power generation and also help in 

emissions reduction. RE maximization as proposed in this 

study could avoid up to 3.63 billion tonnes of CO  emissions 2

per annum by 2050. The study suggested that coal be used as 

a 'bridge fuel' during the transition to a 75% green energy 

system by 2050 and recommended a policy of staggered use 

of coal. This study dispels the myth that coal is essential for 

India’s economic development and it shows that we can 

transition to a clean energy system without compromising on 

our economic development.

Preparation of 'The Energy Report Kerala: 100% Renewable 

Energy by 2050'

Supported by the World Wide Fund for Nature–India, the 

project aims to develop a state-specific report for Kerala that 

provides a vision for ensuring 100% renewable and 
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sustainable energy supply by 2050. The project aims to 

develop technical scenarios for enabling the transition by 

accounting for energy requirement in key sectors and 

associated costs. The scenarios would also address energy 

access issues. The project activity is ongoing and will continue 

through 2013, wherein a study report will be prepared. The 

final report will be presented at workshops to be held in 

Thiruvananthapuram and Kochi in late 2013.

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Training Programme on 'Model RE-based-Micro-grid Power 

Projects in Remote Areas'

The main objective of the training programme held in August 

2012 was to assist participants in envisioning the potential for 

RE-based-micro-grids in remote and unelectrified areas, and 

provide an understanding about the benefits of micro-grids. 

The three-day residential training programme supported by 

the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy and the World 

Bank, discussed the potential for RE-based-micro-grids in 

remote and unelectrified areas, and covered technical 

aspects of establishing RE-based-micro-grids, resource 

assessment, demand-supply estimation, establishment of 

generation sources with their technical requirements, 

technical establishment of grid as per norms, O&M, and the 

necessary requirements for formulating a detailed project 

report (DPR). Some successful case studies were also 

discussed. As part of the project activities, a curriculum for 

Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt Director (Research) & Head, Centre for Climate 
and Sustainability Policy, WISE, speaking at the inauguration of the 
training programme on 'Model RE-based Micro-grid Power Projects 
in Remote Areas' held in August 2012 in WISE.
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RE-based-micro-grids was developed and shared with MNRE 

and the World Bank.

Participants at the workshop included personnel from state 

nodal agencies across the country; regulatory professionals; 

technical staff from other agencies such as Rural 

Electrification Corporation, National Bank for Agriculture and 

Rural Development (NABARD); RE project developers; 

entrepreneurs working in the area of micro-grids; NGOs; 

academics, etc.

A section of the audience at the micro-grid training programme.

A Research
 Report by W

ISE

FUTURE OF COAL ELECTRICITY IN INDIA
AND SUSTAINABLE ALTERNATIVES 

- SUMMARY -

Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy



The Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy is focused on developing policy 

initiatives, and legislative, regulatory, and legal models for enabling the transition 

towards a clean, green, sustainable and energy secure future. Conducting in-depth 

research on regulatory issues that would aid in bringing about policy reform and 

working in close coordination with state electricity regulatory commissions for 

facilitating growth of sustainable energy in the country are some critical, niche 

activities of the Centre.

Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy

The Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy (CRRP) 

undertook the following major activities during FY 2012–13.

PROJECTS

Preparation of Report on 'Policies to Promote Renewable 

Energy Technologies in the Asia-Pacific Region'

The Asia-Pacific Centre for Transfer of Technology (APCTT) 

under the United Nations Economic and Social Commission 

for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) selected G M Pillai, Founder 

Director General, WISE, as consultant for undertaking a desk 

study on ‘Policies to Promote Renewable Energy 

Technologies (RETs) in the Asia-Pacific Region.’ Based on the 

study, CRRP prepared a report on the policies to promote RE 

technologies in 10 countries in the Asia-Pacific region. The 

report presented a review of policies, supported by examples 

and case studies to promote the application of RETs in both 

grid and off-grid mode (especially decentralized stand-alone 

hybrid systems for rural and remote settings) in these 

countries. As part of the project, APCTT organized a two-day 

'Forum for Policymakers' from the 10 countries to deliberate 

on the topic, ‘Policy Analysis, Formulation and Development 

of Policy Instruments for Promoting Renewable Energy 

Technology Transfer and Adoption’. G M Pillai and Surendra 

Pimparkhedkar, Fellow & Head, CRRP, were invited to 

participate as resource persons at the Forum which was held 

in . 

Preparation of Discussion Paper on ‘Determination of Tariff 

for Wind Power Projects in Gujarat’ 

CRRP assisted the Gujarat Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(GERC) in determination of wind power feed-in tariff in the 

July 2012 in Manila, Philippines

state for the period extending from August 2012 to March 

2016. As part of the assignment, the Centre extensively 

studied the wind resource and wind power potential 

available in the state as well as open access regulations and 

renewable energy certificate regulations, and prepared the 

discussion paper for determination of wind power tariff, 

analyzed comments, and assisted GERC in preparing the final 

tariff order.  

Consumer Counsel for 'Systematic Analysis of Annual 

Revenue Requirement (ARR) and Tariff Proposals' filed by 

Power Utilities in Odisha 

CRRP assisted the Orissa Electricity Regulatory Commission 

(OERC) in systematic analysis of the ARR petition submitted 

by the state power utilities. As Consumer Counsel, CRRP 

researchers attended the public hearing at OERC. The 

summaries of the objectors’ submissions and detailed 

analyses prepared by the consumer counsel were 

incorporated in the tariff orders issued by OERC. 

Preparation of ‘Policy Framework for Large-scale 

Deployment of Renewable Energy Technologies in Bihar’ 

CRRP prepared a legal policy and regulatory framework for 

Bihar backed by a Renewable Energy Act after studying the 

power sector related issues in the state. The report 

recommends transforming the existing state nodal agency by 

converting it into a corporation. It also outlines the strategies 

for formulating a comprehensive renewable energy policy 

and creating a plan with year-wise targets and specific 

provisions for promotion of decentralized renewable energy 

systems (DRES) along with strategies for executing them. 

WISE Annual Report 2012–13
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Preparation of Report on ‘Solar PV Market and 

Marketability of Solar RECs’

The report was prepared for M/s IL&FS Environmental 

Infrastructure Services Ltd to facilitate the decision-making 

process while making investments in grid-connected solar 

power projects in India. As part of the study, CRRP assessed 

compliance of solar renewable purchase obligation (RPO), 

and the solar REC floor and forbearance price for the next 

control period. The report projects the cash flows in different 

power sale options, viz under REC route, under third 

party/captive use availing open access, sale to DISCOMs, etc.  

Preparation of Discussion Paper on ‘Determination of Tariff 

for Biomass and Co-generation Projects in Gujarat’

As part of the assignment for determination of feed-in tariff 

for biomass-based power projects and bagasse based co-

generation projects in Gujarat for the control period from 1 

August 2013 to March 2016, CRRP prepared the discussion 

paper for obtaining the comments of the stakeholders. After 

analyzing the comments received on the discussion paper, 

the final tariff order will be prepared during the next financial 

year.    

WISE Annual Report 2012–13
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Preparation of Detailed Project Report and Bid Document 

for the Project 'Scaling up Access to Electricity in Rural Areas 

of Maharashtra'

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy, GoI, with 

financial assistance from the World Bank, entrusted WISE 

with the responsibility of preparing detailed project report 

(DPR) and bid document for setting up RE-based-micro-grid 

project for supply of electricity in selected villages in 

Nandurbar district of Maharashtra. CRRP has identified the 

villages and completed the survey work for setting up the 

project. The DPR/bid document for the project will be 

submitted by the end of 2013. 

Consultancy Support for Tariff Determination and 

Preparation of Tariff Petition 

CRRP assisted M/s Hi Tech Carbon (HTC) in determination of 

electricity tariff, filing petition for tariff determination and 

presenting the tariff petition before the Maharashtra 

Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC) for sale of 

electricity generated from HTC’s 23 MW industrial-waste-

heat-based co-generation power plant located at Patalganga 

in Raigad district of Maharashtra. The prayers made under 

the petition also included a request to exempt the RPO on 

captive consumption made by HTC. CRRP participated in the  

Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy
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technical validation sessions and hearings to defend the case 

before MERC, which issued the order on the case in 

December 2012. 

Pre-bidding Consultancy Support to Pratibha Industries Ltd

CRRP completed the pre-bidding consultancy assignment for 

M/s Pratibha Industries Ltd, which involved preparing a 

feasibility study for setting up a waste-to-energy (WTE) 

project in Maharashtra. The report included analysis of the 

policy and regulatory framework for development of 

municipal solid waste projects in Maharashtra, appraisal on 

approval  procedures,  costs ,  power evacuat ion 

arrangements, etc. On the basis of the report, M/s Pratibha 

Industries submitted their bid for the Taloja MSW power 

project announced by the Mumbai Metropolitan Region 

Development Authority (MMRDA).  

Preparing and Presenting the Case for Seeking 'Wind Power 

Tariff Revision in Karnataka'

CRRP in association with the Indian Wind Turbine 

Manufacturers Association (IWTMA) prepared the revised 

wind power tariff for Karnataka. CRRP will later present the 

case before the Karnataka Electricity Regulatory Commission 

on behalf of IWTMA. 

Assessment of Solar Power Potential and Determination of 

Capacity Utilization Factor for Solar PV Power Projects in 

Chhattisgarh

CRRP assisted Chhattisgarh Investments Limited in assessing 

the solar power potential and determining the capacity 

utilization factor of solar PV power projects in Chhattisgarh. 

CRRP successfully delivered on all aspects of the project and 

submitted the report. 
 
TRAINING PROGRAMMES AND WORKSHOPS

Workshop on 'Creation of Voluntary REC Market in India'

In order to create awareness about the voluntary REC market 

and draw prospective buyers into its fold, a half-day 

workshop was organized by CRRP in July 2012 in WISE. 

Participants at the workshop included various stakeholders 

such as RE project developers; personnel from state nodal 

agencies, power exchanges, media, etc., who stressed on the 

need to create awareness at different levels for creation of a 

voluntary REC market in the country.

G M Pillai (front row, extreme left), Founder Director General, WISE, and Surendra Pimparkhedkar (back row, fourth from right), along with other 
participants at the UNESCAP Policymakers Forum held in .July 2012 in Manila, Philippines

Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy
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Training Programme on ‘Renewable Energy Certificates: 

Procedures and Operation’ 

CRRP organized a one-day training programme on 

‘Renewable Energy Certificates: Procedures and Operation’ 

in WISE in November 2012. This workshop provided a 

platform to discuss the latest developments in the REC 

framework. The programme mainly deliberated on 

operational issues like non-compliance with REC regulations 

at the state level, enforcement concerns, bankability of RECs, 

longer visibility of floor and forbearance price of RECs, 

secondary market for RECs, etc. 

CRRP designed the training programme, identified the 

resource persons and prepared the course material for the 

participants. The programme was well attended by senior 

level officials from the corporate sector, academic and 

government institutions, and RE consultants from all over 

India. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES

·CRRP contributed to WISE’s critical study ‘Future of Coal 

Electricity in India and Sustainable Alternatives’ by 

carrying out the electricity demand and price forecasting, 

risk analysis of coal-based electricity generation, India’s 

balance of payment analysis and other economic data 

analysis. 

·CRRP assisted the Centre for Climate and Sustainability 

Policy (CCSP) in the study to assess the feasibility of 

meeting 100% of Kerala’s energy demand with renewable 

sources by 2050 by providing statistical data analysis for 

the domestic, electricity and transportation sectors. It 

also assisted CCSP in researching the policy and regulatory 

issues in Kerala.

·CRRP assisted the Centre for Solar Energy in the execution 

of the financial analysis sessions for the training 

programme on ‘Solar PV Power Plant Designing and 

Financial Analysis’.

·CRRP participated in the training programme on ‘Model 

RE-based Micro-grid Power Projects in Remote Areas’ 

coordinated by CCSP by delivering sessions on RE 

technologies and costs for micro-grids, small hydro power 

and wind, estimation of costs, revenues and viability gap, 

etc.

A view of the audience at the workshop on 'Creation of Voluntary REC 
Market in India' held in WISE.in July 2012 

Participants at the ‘RECs: Procedures and Operation’ training 
programme .in November 2012 in WISE

Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy



The Centre for Solar Energy (CSE) undertook the following 

activities during FY 2012–13.

CONSULTANCIES

Preparation of DPRs for Setting up Grid-connected Solar PV 

Plants at Hydro Power Stations in Odisha, and for Setting 

up 50 MW Solar PV Project in UAE

Odisha Hydro Power Corporation Ltd (OHPC) entrusted the 

Centre for Solar Energy to prepare detailed project reports 

for installing grid-connected solar PV power plants in the 

vicinity of Hirakud, Rengali and Upper Indravati hydro 

electric projects. Similarly, Deccan Water Treatment Pvt. Ltd, 

assigned CSE to prepare the DPR to set up a 50 MW solar PV 

power project at Umm-al-Quwain, UAE.

The DPR preparation for both the assignments included site 

identification, site feasibility study, solar resource 

assessment, technology due diligence, technical design, 

project cost estimation, financial modeling and techno-

commercial feasibility assessment, regulatory and policy 

implications, statutory approvals and clearances, grid 

connectivity and power evacuation, CDM procedures and 

formalities for registration, REC and CDM benefits, selection 

of plant configuration and equipment details, energy 

generation estimation and performance simulation, plant 

layout preparation, details of legal and safety aspects 

pertaining to the project, suggestions on tendering 

procedure, project implementation schedule, etc. The final 

report has since been submitted to OHPC, and the draft 

report to Deccan Water Treatment Pvt. Ltd. 

Like all other centres, the Centre for Solar Energy is a specialist unit geared up to meet 

the challenges of the growing solar energy industry in the country. The Centre 

performs a range of activities from conducting techno-economic and resource 

assessment studies to preparation of solar roadmaps, incentive structures, model 

tariff, policy interventions, etc., for the government as well as industry and other 

public/private agencies. The Centre also offers expert services such as that of core 

consultant, owner’s engineer, peer reviewer, lender’s engineer, and government 

consultant.

Centre for Solar Energy

Lender’s Engineer for M/s Diwakar Solar Projects Ltd, M/s 

KVK Energy Ventures Pvt. Ltd., and M/s Responsive SUTIP 

Pvt Ltd 

The consultancy work order issued by Power Finance 

Corporation for all the three projects, i.e. two 100 MW 

concentrated solar thermal power plants for M/s Diwakar 

Solar Projects Ltd and M/s KVK Energy Ventures Pvt. Ltd in 

Rajasthan, and one 25 MW grid-connected solar PV project in 

Surendranagar district, Gujarat, for M/s Responsive SUTIP Pvt 

Ltd, involves providing engineer’s services in three phases, 

namely: due diligence (pre-financial closure), due diligence-

implementation (post-financial closure), and due diligence-

post commissioning (post-financial closure). 

The first phase includes the critical review of project system 

design and agreements, review and acceptance of 

disbursement schedule, etc; the second phase includes the 

monitoring of physical progress, scrutinizing efficiency test 

certificates, issuing of drawdown certificates, coordinating 

with the lenders’ financial advisor, conducting site 

performance and efficiency tests, reviewing O&M plans, etc. 

The third phase includes providing project completion 

certificate, carrying out performance assessment, monitoring 

punch list rectification and warranty defects, monitoring 

physical condition of solar plant on annual basis, etc. The due 

diligence report for the first phase has since been submitted 

for all the projects. 
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Consultancy for the Project ‘Market Development of 

Concentrating Solar Technologies (CSTs) for Community 

Cooking, Cooling, and Laundry Applications in Hospital and 

Hospitality Sectors’

WISE was awarded the project titled ‘Market Development 

of Concentrating Solar Technologies (CSTs) for Community 

Cooking, Cooling and Laundry Applications in Hospital and 

Hospitality Sectors’, by the Ministry of New and Renewable 

Energy (MNRE) in December 2012. Implemented under the 

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)/Global 

Environment Facility (GEF), the Concentrated Solar Heat 

programme aimed at awareness generation among the 

targeted group and generation of proposals for installation 

of these systems. The project seeks to achieve this objective 

by conducting business meets in the states of Tamil Nadu, 

Karnataka, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya 

Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, and the National Capital Region; 

and preparing course material for informative films on 

operating CST systems for the business meets, followed by 

submission of project report to MNRE. WISE has so far 

conducted the first business meet in New Delhi in March 

2013. Business meets in other cities will be conducted during 

FY 2013–14.

A K Singhal, Director, MNRE, speaking during the inaugural session of the workshop on 'Mandatory 
Installation of Solar Water Heating Systems' held in Ahmedabad in September 2012. Seated on his right 
are Dr Sudhir Kumar, Jt. Director & Head, Centre for Solar Energy, WISE; and D P Joshi, Director, Gujarat 
Energy Development Agency.
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TRAINING PROGRAMMES

Programme on ‘Effective Implementation of Government 

Orders (GO)/Building Bye-laws in States/Municipal 

Corporations for Mandatory Installation of Solar Water 

Heating Systems (SWHS) in Functional Buildings for 

Southern and Western Regions of the Country’

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy awarded WISE 

with the project in March 2012. As part of the project 

conducted under the aegis of the ‘UNDP/GEF Global Solar 

Water Heating Market Transformation and Strengthening 

Initiative: India Country Programme’, workshops and high-

level meetings were held in Pune, Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, 

Chennai, Hyderabad, and Thiruvananthapuram. 

The main observation drawn from the business meets was 

that the concept of making SWHS mandatory—which is a 

paradigm shift from the subsidy syndrome prevailing in the 

1990s—has received wide acceptance all over the country. 

However, lack of a proper monitoring and feedback collection 

system is hampering the progress of implementation of the 

SWHS project. The final policy advisories with suitable 

Centre for Solar Energy
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suggestions for overcoming these inadequacies was 

prepared by WISE and submitted to the respective state 

governments after completion of all the high-level meetings.

Training Programme on 'Solar PV Power Plant Designing 

and Financial Analysis' 

The Centre for Solar Energy organized a training programme 

on ‘Solar PV Power Plant Designing and Financial Analysis’ in 

February 2013 with a view to enhance knowledge and boost 

capacity building for the fast-emerging grid-connected solar 

power generation sector. The training programme involved 

theoretical sessions wherein technical information on solar 

PV projects (including site feasibility analysis) was provided, 

along with practical sessions where the participants were 

given hands-on training on PV power plant designing and 

financial analysis using appropriate software such as 

METEONORM software for radiation analysis, PV-Syst 

software for PV power plant designing, and WISE’s software 

for financial analysis. Participants included solar project 

developers and investors, solar equipment and component 

manufacturers, government officials from state nodal 

agencies, officials from power utilities of centre/states, solar 

energy consultants, academicians, students, etc. The 

participants were all praise for WISE for undertaking such an 

initiative for training professionals in solar energy technology 

software, and they expressed the opinion that more such 

training programmes should be held to cater to the increasing 

manpower requirement for the future.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

Research Study on 'Crystalline and Thin-film PV: 

Comparative Assessment

Grid-connected solar power projects in India use either 

crystalline or thin-film solar PV technologies, with the choice 

mainly influenced by the initial cost, technical aspects, 

environmental implications, etc. However, in the absence of 

vital technical information regarding the two technologies, 

the Centre for Solar Energy undertook a comparative 

assessment of these two technologies. The study was based 

on four critical perspectives: the perspectives of equity 

investors, debt investors (lenders), institutional entities 

(including central and state governments), and the society 

(based on environmental externalities). The report was 

totally unbiased and technology-neutral, and presented the 

positive and negative consequences of the technologies with 

a view to guide investment and policy in the right direction.

Faculty members and participants during the inaugural session of the training programme 
on 'Solar PV Power Plant Designing and Financial Analysis' held in February 2013 in WISE.

Centre for Solar Energy



The Centre for Training and Conferences aims to enhance the technical and 

technological prowess of professionals from the RE sector by conceptualizing and 

organizing capacity building workshops and training sessions tailored to meet the 

future demands of the industry. 

The Centre also boasts of an in-house event management team capable of 

providing the necessary expertise and logistics for hosting mega international 

conferences and events in different parts of the country. 

Centre for Training and Conferences

Some of the major programmes organized and/or 

conducted by the Centre for Training and Conferences (CTC) 

during 2012–13 are as follows:

CONFERENCES

Wind Power India 2012

CTC assisted the Centre for Wind Power in identifying and 

inviting speakers for the mega international wind 

conference and exhibition ‘Wind Power India 2012’ held on 

28–30 November 2012 organized by the Indian Wind 

Turbine Manufacturers Association in collaboration with the 

Global Wind Energy Council and WISE. CTC also extended its 

support to the Centre for Wind Power in conducting the 

parallel event, a one-day conference and exhibition on 

‘Small Wind and Hybrid Systems’, held on 29 November 

2012. The Centre provided all the necessary logistical 

support to the speakers, delegates, and WISE officials during 

the conference.
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TRAINING PROGRAMMES

CTC provided logistical and organizational support for the 

following training programmes during 2012–13.

?Half-day workshop on ‘Creation of an Indian Renewable 

Energy Platform–A Renewable Energy Stakeholders’ 

Initiative’ held in New Delhi in July 2012 (details on pg. 1).

?Half-day workshop on ‘Creation of Voluntary REC Market 

in India’ held in July 2012 in WISE (details on pg. 8).

?Three-day training programme on ‘Model RE-based Micro-

grid Power Projects in Remote Areas’ supported by the 

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy and World Bank, 

held in August 2012 in WISE (details on pg. 5).

?Three workshops on ‘Action Plan for Comprehensive 

Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu’ supported 

by Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation held during 

August 2012 – November 2012 in Chennai (details on pg. 

3).

Minaxi Garg, DGM, National Load Dispatch Centre speaking 
at the inauguration of the one-day training programme on 
'Renewable Energy Certificates: Procedures and Operation' 
held in WISE in November 2012.

(From R to L) A K Singhal, Director, MNRE; 
Director, Gujarat Energy Development Agency; and Dr 
Sudhir Kumar, Jt. Director & Head, Centre for Solar Energy, 
WISE, lighting the traditional lamp during the inauguration of 
the workshop on 'Mandatory Installation of Solar Water 
Heating Systems' held in Ahmedabad in September 2012. 

D P Joshi, 
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(From L to R) Suhas Tendulkar, GM (Projects), WISE; Rajendra Kharul, Jt. Director and Head, 

Centre for Wind Power, WISE; Deepak Gupta, Senior Programme Manager (Power), Shakti 

Sustainable Energy Foundation, New Delhi; and Dr K Balaraman, Chief General Manager, Power 

Research & Development Consultants, Bengaluru, at the inaugural session of the workshop on 

'Action Plan for Comprehensive Renewable Energy Development in Tamil Nadu', held in August 

2012 in Chennai.

A view of the audience at the training programmes on 'Model RE-

based Micro-grid Power Projects in Remote Areas' held in the WISE 

training hall in August 2012.

Dr Sudhir Kumar, Jt. Director & Head, Centre for Solar Energy, 
WISE, speaking at the inaugural session of the workshop on 
'Mandatory Installation of Solar Water Heating Systems' held in 
August 2012 in Pune. Sitting on his right is Pune Municipal 
Commissioner Mahesh Pathak, and G M Pillai, Founder DG, WISE.
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?One-day training programme on ‘Renewable Energy 

Certificates: Procedures and Operation’ held in 

November 2012 in WISE (details on pg. 9).

?Six workshops on ‘Mandatory Installation of Solar Water 

Heating Systems (SWHS) in Functional Buildings’ held 

from August 2012 to December 2012 in Pune, 

A h m e d a b a d ,  B e n g a l u r u ,  H y d e r a b a d ,  

Thiruvananthapuram, and Chennai (details on pg. 11).

?Two-day training programme on ‘Solar PV Power Plant 

Designing and Financial Analysis’ held in WISE in February 

2013 (details on pg. 12).

?Business meet on ‘Use of Concentrating Solar Technologies 

(CSTs) for Cooking, Cooling and Laundry Applications in 

Hospital and Hospitality Sectors’ held in March 2013 in 

New Delhi (details on pg. 11).

Centre for Training and Conferences



Going beyond its established role of being an information and knowledge provider in 

the RE sector, the Centre for Communications and Coordination (CCC) has widened 

its scope of activities to play a more proactive role. The Centre combines the entire 

gamut of communication activities with concerted coordination, starting from within 

the organization to communications networking with national and international 

agencies, thus taking communications to the next level...that of synchronized and 

multi-level communications networking.

Centre for Communications and Coordination

The Centre for Communications and Coordination was 

engaged in the following main activities during FY 2012–13.

PUBLICATIONS

Green Energy

For nearly a decade, Green Energy has provided its growing 

readership (over 50,000)—which includes those from the 

government sector, renewable energy developers, 

manufacturers and investors, policy and decision makers, 

researchers, academicians, consultants, etc—a round-up of 

newsworthy developments across the renewable energy 

spectrum; from technology innovations to RE-related 

national and international policy decisions, expert analysis, 

etc. The magazine also takes a particularly closer look at 

climate change, sustainable development initiatives, and 

energy efficiency and energy security issues. The electronic 

version of the magazine has also registered a similar trend 

with the number of subscribers growing at an even pace, 

reaching around 5000 this year.

During 2012–13, three issues of the magazine were brought 

out, each of which, besides covering the regular news and 

features, focused on a central theme. The May–June & 

July–Aug 2012 issue carried a summary of the comparative 

assessment of crystalline and thin-film solar PV 

technologies—a study conducted by WISE to ascertain the 

feasibility of the two technologies based on various criteria. 

The Sept–Oct & Nov–Dec 2012 special issue of Green Energy 

brought out in connection with ‘Wind Power India 

2012’—India’s mega international wind conference and 

exhibition jointly organized by the Indian Wind Turbine 

Manufacturers Association (IWTMA), in collaboration with 

WISE and the Global Wind Energy Council (GWEC), covered 

major developments in the global and national wind arena. It 

also provided in-depth analysis of the technological 

challenges, R&D, and policy and regulatory aspects of wind 

energy, besides, presenting interviews with renowned 

international wind experts. 

The Jan–Feb & March–April 2013 issue of Green Energy was 

dedicated to an extremely critical issue confronting the 

energy scenario in India—that of the future of coal-based 

electricity. The issue carried an extract of the in-depth study 

titled 'Future of Coal Electricity in India and Sustainable 

Alternatives' conducted by WISE (details on pg.4). Besides 

these interesting topics, the three issues also carried write-
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ups on the phenomenal growth and immense potential of the renewable 

sector; the innovations happening in the sector; the policy and regulatory 

initiatives introduced at the regional, national and international levels to 

promote uptake of renewables; and the challenges posed by the sector.

Annual Report 2011–12

The Centre published the Annual Report for the year 2011–12, which was 

widely received for its sleek presentation and aesthetic appeal.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

One of the major activities undertaken by WISE during FY 2012–13 was 

contributing to the critical study titled ‘Future of Coal Electricity in India and 

Sustainable Alternatives’ which analyzed the problems, prospects and 

challenges associated with coal in India. The study covered the entire gamut 

of issues related to coal mining, processing, and combustion for thermal  

power generation in India from a holistic perspective. All the Centres in WISE 

were actively involved in preparing the report. CCC’s contribution to the 

study involved preparing the section dealing with the adverse impacts of 

coal mining and power generation from coal-fired thermal plants on the 

environment and people. The Centre conducted thorough research and 

brought to the fore hard core facts and figures gleaned from case studies 

and various other documents which exposed the damage caused by coal 

mining and coal combustion on the lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, 

and atmosphere. 

The Centre for Communications and Coordination was also responsible for 

qualitatively shaping and editing the summary of the coal report; a 

publication of around 90 pages (as compared to the original 390 pg report), 

which was widely disseminated to a diverse audience within and outside the 

country. Besides, the Centre was also responsible for editing technical 

reports of the various centres in WISE.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

The Information and Technology (IT) division under the Centre for 

Communications and Coordination provides the much-needed 

technological edge to WISE's activities and also undertakes trouble-

shooting in order to ensure smooth functioning of the organization. During 

2012–13, the IT division undertook the following assignments:

1) Developing the Geographic Information System (GIS) Portal for RE in 

Tamil Nadu: One of the major assignments carried out during the year 

was the detailed mapping of the potential of RE sources such as wind, 

solar and biomass for the state of Tamil Nadu using multiple layers and 

GIS Portal

Homepage of WISE Website

e-GE
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multi-criteria analysis on a GIS platform. The portal incorporates the 

state-of-the-art search facility, Google Map API Integration Web 

Service to present the statistical data district-wise, taluka-wise, and 

technology-wise. The GIS-based resource map is a valuable tool in 

planning renewable energy development in the state.

2) WISE website updation: The WISE website was updated regularly to 

provide information about projects and training programmes and 

other activities undertaken by WISE. The issues of Green Energy 

were also uploaded on the website regularly.

3) Information Broadcasting (e-GE): The IT division produces the 

extremely popular e-version of Green Energy which now has a 

subscriber base of around 5000. 

LIBRARY AND DOCUMENTATION CENTRE

The WISE Library and Documentation Centre has emerged as one-of-its-

kind specialized information centre on energy, environment, and 

sustainable development. The WISE library has a comprehensive 

collection of information resources on renewable energy and 

sustainable development, made accessible for reference or borrowing, 

which includes books, journals, reports, periodicals, newspapers, 

magazines, CDs, DVDs, audio-visual resources and news clippings. Books 

are arranged according to the following categories: Sustainable Energy, 

Conventional Power, Environment and Sustainable Development, 

Economics, Management, Library and Information Science, 

Globalization, Information Technology, Nanotechnology, etc. Besides, 

the library also houses Reference books such as Yearbook, Dictionary, 

Encyclopedia, Directory, Statistics/Guidebooks, Reports, etc. 

In order to make the functioning of the library more advanced and 

efficient, complete automation of the library is underway by 

incorporating the open-sourced integrated library system Koha. The 

software provides a user-friendly interface which helps in acquisition, 

serial control, cataloguing, circulation, patron  management, etc. 

In 2012–13, the library had around 2024 titles of books, 28 periodicals, 

and 86 titles of audio-visuals.
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WISE Press evolved out of the urgent need to fill the void existing in the area of books 

published on renewable energy and sustainable development, especially in the Indian 

context. WISE Press has been producing books catering to these sectors and has now 

gained a firm foothold in this niche area.
Written by experts drawn from relevant fields, books by WISE are well-

known for their succinct interpretation, clarity of thought, and indepth knowledge of 

the subject at hand.

WISE PRESS

Commensurate with the first objective of WISE, namely ‘To be a premier outreach Centre for communications, information and 

knowledge transfer, in the fields of sustainable energy, sustainable development and energy conservation’, WISE Press seeks to 

publish books that are ‘agents of change’, books that promote sustainable energy through increased understanding and 

practical know-how. Leading experts with first-hand and continuing involvement with their topics of expertise are chosen, by 

invitation, to write for WISE Press.

WISE Press continued to provide copy-editing services to WISE staff during the year 2012–13. A number of project proposals and 

reports, business plans, case studies, and other documents were copy-edited, including the inception report for a project to 

study micro-generation, a document related to the formation and business plan for the proposed Indian Renewable Energy 

Platform and the Memorandum of Association for the proposed council, a report on renewable options for Tamil Nadu, a report 

on evaluation of rural electrification schemes, and one on the challenges to RE manufacturing. WISE Press also worked on the 

abridged version of the report of a comprehensive study undertaken by WISE on the future of coal in India.

WISE BOOKS
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Sanjeev Ghotge, Jt Director (Research) & Head, Centre for Climate and Sustainability Policy, WISE, 
speaking at the inaugural session of the training programme on 'Renewable Energy Certificates: 
Procedures and Operation', held in WISE in November 2012. Seated (from L to R) are Surendra 
Pimparkhedkar, Fellow & Head, Centre for Renewable Regulation and Policy, WISE; and Minaxi Garg, 
DGM, National Load Dispatch Centre, New Delhi.

Pune Municipal Commissioner Mahesh Pathak inaugurating the workshop on 'Mandatory Installation of 
Solar Water Heating Systems held in Pune in August 2012. On his right is G M Pillai, Founder DG WISE, 
and on his left is Dr Sudhir Kumar, Jt. Director & Head, Centre for Solar Energy, WISE.



The World Institute of Sustainable Energy (WISE) is a not-for-profit institute 

committed to the cause of promoting sustainable energy and sustainable 

development, with specific emphasis on issues related to renewable energy, 

energy security, and climate change. Influencing public policy through research, 

advocacy, development of state-level action plans, capacity building, training 

and outreach activities in our prime objective. Since its inception in 2004, WISE 

has pioneered many important initiatives in the above areas. These include:

• Policy research and policy advocacy in critical areas like wind power and 

solar energy, future of coal electricity in India, transition to a sustainable 

energy system by 2050, etc.

• Piloting a model Renewable Energy law for India.

• Developing a renewable energy pathway for achieving the target of 15% RE 

by 2020, as specified by the National Action Plan on Climate Change 

(NAPCC). The Government of India has officially accepted WISE’s findings for 

inclusion in the five-year plan targets. 

• Developing state-level action plans for climate mitigation through accelerated deployment of clean energy 

technologies in many Indian states.

• Engaging in developing state-level RE policies and 100% RE plans for 2050, and capacity building for state RE 

development agencies. 

• Communication and outreach activities to propagate the need for renewables. 

• Research initiatives to prove the long-term viability of renewables.

• Training more than 4000 personnel in various areas of RE development.

• Providing consultancy to RE manufacturers, developers and governments.

The different Centres in WISE work together in the true tradition of inter-disciplinary learning, team spirit, and 

knowledge sharing. WISE is the pioneering institution in India to possess such all-round expertise most essential to 

propel the country towards sustainability in the 21st century.

ABOUT WISE

44 Hindustan Estates
Road No.2, Kalyani Nagar, Pune 411 006

Tel: +91-20-26613832 / 55            Fax: +91-20-26611438
E-mail: wiseinfo@wisein.org      Website: www.wisein.org


